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Caption information supplied by donor. Information in square brackets [ ] provided by 
Archivist.

PHO 350
YA# Description:
88/10 #1 Roy Wabisca & Walt Wiley. Walt was John Walcot's cook, Walcot was a 

D.L.S. for the Federal Government. [two men in shirt sleeves, Walt wearing 
an apron over his clothes, standing in front of a building #56 Dept. Of Mines 
& Resources Geodetic Surveys.]

88/10 #2 Clyde Wann sitting on the [front] bumper of his K.B.8 - INT [truck. Outdoors, 
summer]

88/10 #3 Clyde Wann [standing beside a large work truck. There are some numbers 
and/or letters on the side of the front hood. The first are unclear, but after a 
hyphen is the number 349510. Two storey building with many-paned 
windows across the front on both levels is in the background. Summer]

88/10 #4 Clyde Wann [sitting on the stoop in front of a building. The door has  a rope 
to hold it closed. Summer]

88/10 #5 Helen Wann [woman standing in front of the same building as #4.  Summer]

88/10 #6 Helen Wann [standing inside the doorway of the same building as #4 and #5. 
Summer]

88/10 #7 Destruction Bay Lodge [under construction. Long shadow of photographer 
across road in front of picture. Building in middle ground, mountains behind. 
Summer]

88/10 #8 Destruction Bay Lodge [under construction. Single gas pump in front - also a 
sign reading Clyde Wann's Destruction Bay Station, then four words are 
blocked out, then it says Gas. Oil. Mile 1083.]

88/10 #9 [Destruction Bay Lodge in winter]

88/10 #10 [Photograph of the building in #4, 5 and 6 taken from a distance. Long 
shadow of the person taking the picture in front of photo. Outhouse can be 
seen beside the house. Mountains in background]

88/10 #11 [Woman - Helen Wann? - on small deck in front of a building, under a 
canopy. She is holding the front paws of a large smooth-haired dog standing 
up on his hind feet. There is a sign on the building "Ice Cold Beer" and a sign 
on the ground that probably says Orange Crush - not all letters are visible. 
Summer.]
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88/10 #12 [Outside, winter. Three people looking at photographer. L to R:

Man wearing mukluks, hat and coat with four sled dogs in harness around 
his feet.  Two women wearing skirts and light jackets. Woman in the middle 
wearing glasses and may be smoking. Cabins and trees covered in snow in 
background.]

88/10 #13 [Outside, winter. Three people looking at photographer. L to R:
Man wearing mukluks, hat and coat with four sled dogs in harness around 
his feet.  Two women wearing skirts and light jackets. Woman in the middle 
wearing glasses and may be smoking. Cabins and trees covered in snow in 
background. Same as #12 but different angle and dog sled can be seen.]
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